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Amanda Wixom(05-09-1991)
 
Theres not much to talk about really..
Get to know me and wont need to read this Shizzle...
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Afraid
 
Its hard to wait
Its hard to see
I want to forget
i want to remember
I wait for it too happen
But when it does
Its too late to erase the memories
 
I sit and wait
Wait to see if it will ever change
I wonder if its all worth it in the end
I hate the waiting game
I just want to leave this place of waiting
Just let me leave
I wont come back
 
Amanda Wixom
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Alone
 
Im always distant
Always alone
no one notices
Because thats who i am
I am a Wall Flower
The only one I know
the only one ive seen
but dont forget
Your all just like me
 
Amanda Wixom
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Always
 
Always pondering
Always wondering
Whos meant to be
and whos meant to leave
 
Amanda Wixom
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Lost Inside Myself
 
sitting alone in a room
full of hate
anger, wonder, distraught
let me die
let me fade like u let me
let me crawl into the darkness
and slowly start to decay
 
help if u want
but if u don't ill die
and forever be forgotten
 
Amanda Wixom
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Love?
 
Is there such thing
as too much love
is there such thing
as not enough love
Is there even such thing
as love.
 
Amanda Wixom
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Unique
 
I am unique in so many ways
one way is i show how i feel
on the outside looking in
you have no idea what i go through
from time to time i might tell you
but you really will never know
because
i am my one self and i may be different
but im just truely unique
all the Sh** talkers know my name
all know my face
but they have no idea what i go through because of them
once alone i am fine
around others.... Im not
I am unique so F*** you all who made me
who i am and go to H*** whoever wants to be me
 
Amanda Wixom
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Untie
 
Im so in love
But in still confused
I love you with all my heart
But i cant let you go
Help me untie these ties
That keep us bound together
help me see
what's really meant to be
 
Amanda Wixom
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You.
 
Youre always on my mind
always thinking
always wishing
i want to be with you
forever and always
you always say you love me
and show it so many ways
Each time i talk to you
I fall harder for you
Babe, were here for a purpose
I think my purpose is to
be with you
but if you think Different
Just tell me and ill change my purpose
 
Amanda Wixom
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